Cholangioscopic management of intra hepatic papillomatosis unsuitable for surgical treatment
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**INTRODUCTION:** Biliary papillomatosis can arise in any tract of the biliary three and is characterized by multiple papillary proliferation of the epithelial cells.

**CASE REPORT:** A 65 years old woman was diagnosed been affected by biliary papillomatosis after many recurrent cholangitic episodes. Liver transplantation was excluded because of neoplastic degeneration with systemic involvement. After a percutaneous drainage and with palliative intent we performed an Argon plasma coagulation of the papillary lesions.

**DISCUSSION:** Clinical behaviour consists of recurrent cholangitic episodes and obstructive jaundice. There aren't specific radiological features, only mucobilia observed during an ERCP is pathognomonic. Biliary papillomatosis grow according to the sequence adenoma-carcinoma with malignant transformation and poor prognosis due to multifocality and high recurrence rate. Radical surgery and liver transplantation represents the gold standad. Among palliative procedures must be considered percutaneous management with drainage and stenting, and intraluminal brachitherapy with I 192.

**CONCLUSION:** We propose a palliative treatment with cholangioscopic Argon plasma coagulation of the biliary lesions that can be performed during a surgical exploration or a percutaneous management.
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---

**Introduction**

Biliary Papillomatosis (BP) is a rare entity characterized by multiple papillary proliferations of the epithelial cells of the intra or extra hepatic bile ducts. Since the first case reported by Chappet in 1894 1 about 140 cases have been published in the world literature 2. Biliary papillomatosis can arise in any tract of the biliary three including gallbladder, ampullary region and pancreatic duct. Although the tumor has been considered benign it potentially grows according to the sequence adenoma-carcinoma; the prognosis may be poor because of the multifocality, the high recurrence rate and the frequent malignant transformation 3.

---

**Case report**

In March 2001 a 65 years old woman was admitted to our Division because of recurrent episodes of cholangitis. Her past medical history was uneventfull except for a laparoscopic cholecystectomy and ERCP in 1994 because of choledocholithiasis. Ultrasound (US), successive abdominal tomography (TC) and colangio magnetic resonance (MRC) revealed a dilatation of intra and extra hepatic biliary tree with a mass of uncertain features, about 2 centimeters in diameter, in the distal choledocus associated to microlithiasis and sledge. At laparatomy we found a dilatation of the common bile duct without lithiasis. The complete absence of stones was confirmed by an intraoperative cholangiography. An hepatico-jejunostomy was performed while the histo logical examination was negative for displastic degeneration. The post operative course was uneventfull and the patient was discharged after 15 days. In may 2002 the patient was again submitted to our observation because of a new episode of obstructive jaundice. The preoperative imaging showed dilated intrahepatic ducts and a
dilatation of the terminal main bile duct with a probable stenosis of the hepatico-jejunostomy. The patient underwent to percutaneous radiological biliary drainage and bilioplasty with improvement of clinical manifestation.

In April 2003 a new hospitalisation occurred because of a new cholangitic episodes. The patient underwent to a percutaneous drainage with cholangiographic finding of intrahepatic biliary ducts dilatation without stenosis of the hepatico-jejunostomy and with biliary wall thickening according to the suspect of a biliary papillomatosis (Fig. 1).

A percutaneous cholangioscopy allowed endoscopic biopsies and a complete evaluation of the extension of the papillary lesions. A 14 Fr drainage was left in site while the anatomopathological evaluation confirmed the diagnosis (Fig. 2).

During the hospital stay we have considered the possibility of liver transplantation but the option was excluded because of patient’s age and about above all for the presence of a carcinoma diagnosed histologically with a systemic pathology.

In May 2003 was programmed a surgical revision of the hepatico-jejunostomy associated to intraoperative Argon laser coagulation of the papillary lesions. At laparotomy were evidenced papillary lesions involving the main bile duct and extending to II and III order biliary ducts, having with infiltrative features in some tracts infiltrative features and was confirmed by a cholangioscopic exploration. A fibroscopic Argon plasma coagulation of the lesion’s wall was performed and an Y Roux hepatico-jejunostomy was performed.

Histology gave a definitive diagnosis of intraductal papillomatosis associated to areas of infiltrative papillary carcinoma.

After 8 months a new Argon plasma treatment was made by a percutaneous cholangioscopy. A strict follow up was programmed, no further surgical treatment was performed and the patient died after 17 months because of multiple pulmonary metastases.

Discussion

Biliary Papillomatosis affects middle-aged and old adults with a male-female ratio of 2:1. The disease involves the extrahepatic ducts alone in 58% of cases, both extra and intrahepatic ducts in 33% and only intrahepatic ducts in 9%. Pathogenesis seems related to irritation and inflammation of the biliary tree (stones, ectopic tissue, reactive hyperplasia, anomalous arrangement of the biliary tree with pancreatic juice regurgitation) associated with dilatation leading to papillary proliferation of the bile duct cells. As for other tumours of the biliary tract an association with an anomalous junction of pancreatobiliary ductal system (AJPBDS) has been theorised. Iwasaki reported a case of AJPBDS in which he found a mutation of the K-ras gene and p53 protein overexpression. Many associations with various pathological conditions have been reported such as viral B and C cirrhosis, recurrent pyogenic cholangitis, congenital choledocal cyst, Caroli disease, polyposis coli and ulcerative colitis.

According to recent evidence in Literature intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm of the pancreas (IPMN), biliary papillomatosis and papillary cholangiocarcinoma are considered the same disease spectrum of papillary neoplasms of the pancreatobiliary system characterized by mucinous hypersecretion and mucobilia.
obstructive jaundice, recurrent cholangitic episodes often with right-sided abdominal pain. Intermittent and repeated obstruction of the biliary tree is caused by mucus secretion, enlarging papilloma, amputation or fragmentation of the lesions.

Lee et al, in one of the greatest series reported, classified BP as mucin-hypersecreting and non producing accordingly with the presence of mucobilia found during endoscopy 11. Preoperative diagnosis is usually difficult. No specific radiological features have been described. The most commonly encountered image is a dilatation of intra and extrahepatic bile ducts, wise wide, narrowing and multiple intraductal sessile filling defects that are ill-defined, irregular and fuzzy 12. Diagnosis is possible thanks to US and CT findings completed by ERCP and sometimes by Percutaneous Transhepatic Cholangiography (PTC) 13. However, obstruction is often related to a large amount or mucus secreted by the lesions that prevent opacification of the entire biliary tract. The inadequate inflow of the contrast material may fail to detect small papillomas, usually remote from the main lesion so these may be foci of recurrence. In these cases MR Cholangiography (MRCP) can be useful in the visualisation of the all biliary tree 14. On the other hand ERCP and PTC allow therapeutic biliary drainage, stent insertion, brushing and biopsy 15. MRCP is also useful for follow-up, that must be strict, to evaluate changes in lesion’s characteristics and to determine if someone new appears. Lai et al 16 report that endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) significantly underestimate the extent of the intrahepatic disease, so many Authors suggest intraoperative cholangioscopic examination to identify concomitant subtle mucosal lesions, to have an histological diagnosis and “mapping” to decide whether or which type of resection is required 17.

Yeung et all 4 in a recent review of the English literature shows an high rate of malignant occurrence of approximately 41%. Lee 11 reports that in 83% of 56 patients with BP a coexisting carcinoma was diagnosed after taking cholangioscopic biopsies from adenomas or examining histologically the surgical specimens.

In our patient coexisted adenomatous papillomas and invasive papillary adenocarcinoma giving a further documentation of progression from benign to malignant lesions. Surgical resection is the treatment of choice. The extent and the localization of the disease is established according to the pre operative imagine working and the intraoperative ultrasound or cholangioscopic mapping. The high recurrence rate after surgery is due to the multicentricity of the disease. If the patient can’t undergo to major surgery or in case of impossibility of radical resection, must be considered palliative procedure like local ablation, stenting and drainage 18.

Nowadays, because of the high risk of malignant transformation and recurrence, the gold standard of treatment, when possible, seems being liver transplantation, in these cases explanted liver must undergo histologic examination to exclude the presence of malignant degeneration 19-20.

Lee et all reported a 5-years survival rate of 81% after curative resection, while in patients undergoing palliative drainage the mean survival is 37 months, significantly longer than that of cholangiocarcinoma.

In literature, among palliative procedures, there is a case report of an improved survival after intraluminal iridium 192 therapy in one patient with bilobar papillomatosis 21.

The intraluminal brachytherapy, alone or combined with external radiotherapy or bilobar stenting, is useful in improving palliation and extending survival in patients with advanced bile duct cancer 22.

Among palliative therapy we have considered that Argon plasma coagulation could be an optimal application in the evidenced papillary lesions 23,24.

Our patient was not submitted to surgical resection because of the bilobar diffusion of the lesions, while liver transplantation was excluded because of the advanced age and presence of a systemic pathology. We chose an Argon plasma coagulation of the evidenced papillary lesions to avoid obstruction of the bile duct by mucus or tumour fragmentation leading to cholangitis, the treatment was performed the first time intraoperative and the second one by a percutaneous cholangioscopy.

Probably this is first report of treatment with Argon plasma coagulation and improved survival of an advanced papillomatosis with bilobar extent and without possibility of liver transplantation.

Conclusion

Actually biliary papillomatosis should be considered a low grade neoplasm with high malignant potential, the clinical behaviour is characterized by an high recurrence rate and an higher malignant transformation occurrence. Therefore the local ablation is not adequate for this malignant disease, actually radical surgery is recommended as the only curative treatment options and liver transplantation is considered the gold standard.

In the presence of an advanced tumor the strategy to obtain an efficace palliative therapy could be a multidisciplinary approach. The cholangioscopic Argon plasma coagulation of the papillary lesion utilised intraoperative or by a percutaneous approach to prevent cholangitis episodes is a useful method to control neoplastic progression and systemic complications.

Riassunto

INTRODUZIONE: La papillomatosi biliare può interessare ogni tratto dell’albero biliare ed è caratterizzata dalla proliferazione delle cellule epiteliali a formare multiple strutture papillari.
CASO CLINICO: Una paziente, di 65 anni, in seguito ad episodi ricorrenti di colangite, è stato diagnosticato essere affetta da papillomatosis bilare. Il trapianto epatico è stato escluso per la presenza di una neoplasia in studio avanzato. Successivamente ad un drenaggio percutaneo è stato instaurato un trattamento palliativo con Argon plasma.

DISCUSSIONE: La storia clinica della malattia è caratterizzata da episodi ricorrenti di colangite ed ittero. Non esistono caratteristiche radiologiche peculiari, solo la presenza di mucolilla all’ERCP è patognomonica. Le lesioni si accrescono secondo la sequenza adenoma-carcinoma con scarsa prognosi dovuta alla multifocalità ed all’alta incidenza di recidive.

L’intervento chirurgico radicale ed il trapianto epatico sono considerati il gold standard. In caso di palliazione bisogna considerare un approccio percutaneo con drenaggio e posizionamento di stent, esiste inoltre una brachiterapia intraluminale con I 192.

CONCLUSIONI: Noi proponiamo un trattamento colangioscopico mediante coagulazione con Argon plasma che può essere eseguito intraoperatoriamente o mediante accesso percutaneo.
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